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Abstract 
 
Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) are smart polymers for selective recognition of 
target analytes. This work focuses on developing MIPs for aquatic contaminants, such as 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in seawater. MIPs are generally prepared with 
a monomer, cross-linker, template or pseudo-template, and solvent (porogen). As with 
most porous adsorbents, MIPs exhibit high surface area and porosity, controlled pore size 
and mechanical stability. It has been recognized that the solvent system plays a key role 
in the pore generation, influencing the shape, size and volume of pores in MIPs. Rather 
than taking a trial-and-error approach, Hansen solubility parameters (HSPs) are used in 
this work to develop a model to predict the suitability of porogen for the formation of 
MIP films with specified porosity. Hansen solubility parameters help to predict the ther-
modynamic compatibility of a porogen with the prepolymerization components, which is 
a good estimate of the propensity to form a polymeric network with required characteris-
tics. 
MIPs fabricated using the systematic method based on Hansen solubility parameters were 
combined with GC-MS to determine the concentration of naphthalene, fluorene, phenan-
threne and pyrene in water samples. The porous MIPs were also used to extract and de-
termine the concentration of PAHs in produced water which is a byproduct generated 
along with the production of oil and gas from on shore and offshore platforms.  
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This is the first report of a predictive model for porogen selection in the preparation of 
porous MIP monoliths.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Literature Review 
1.1 Introduction to synthesis of porous polymers 
1.1.1 Macroporous copolymer networks 
Macroporous copolymer networks are a class of materials featuring permanent porosity 
with pore sizes between 50 and 200 nm [1].  Applications for macroporous polymers that 
depend on specific properties, the parameters that can be tuned to yield necessary features 
need to be understood and characterized [2,3]. These properties include but are not lim-
ited to pore size, specific surface area, porosity, particle diameter, and particle shape [4, 
5]. The applications of macroporous polymers are profuse, for example, ion exchange 
resins [3], sorbents for chromatographic separations or sample preparation [6], as catalyst 
supports [7], and biomedical applications (e.g., in vivo time-release of pharmaceuticals) 
[8]. 
The first porous polymers were synthesized in the 1930s by free-radical copoly-
merization of styrene and divinylbenzene; this was followed by solvent mediated pore-
swelling to impart porosity. Since the pore structures of the polymers resulted from swell-
ing in the solvent, the polymers had negligible inherent porosity which restricted their 
utility [9]. Toward the end of the 1950s, a new polymerization method was developed 
that yielded polymers with permanent porous structures; details of this work were report-
ed more recently by Okay [3]. This method involved suspension polymerization of divi-
nylbenzene and styrene in a solvent that would solublize the prepolymerization mixture 
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(monomers, cross-linkers and initiator), but did not dissolve the resulting copolymeric 
networks, thereby leaving behind a porous structure. By virtue of their porosity and the 
size of the pores created, these copolymeric networks were characterized as macroporous 
polymers [3]. 
Over the past 50 years, synthesis and development of macroporous polymer networks of 
different chemical compositions have been used in many studies to produce polymeric 
materials in different formats (e.g. monoliths and particles). Monoliths can be used intact 
or broken up mechanically to particles of a desired size. Particulate materials can be pre-
pared using various approaches, such as microemulsions and precipitation polymeriza-
tion. Recent examples of new macroporous polymers include the development of mono-
liths for high performance liquid chromatography [10], capillary electrophoretic chroma-
tography [11], microfluidic reversed phase chromatography [12], nano-liquid chromatog-
raphy [13], separation of proteins [8], as well as the microfluidic synthesis of 
macroporous copolymers particles with extremely narrow size distribution [14]. When 
used as a chromatographic packing material, particulate polymeric materials can suffer 
from high initial flow resistance and breakthrough. As an alternative, monoliths have ex-
hibited excellent performance characteristics when compared to particulate polymers, 
particularly with high eluent flow rates and when rapid mass transfer and equilibration 
are necessary.  
Polymeric coatings can be monolayers, ultra-thin (10s of nm) or thicker. Above a mono-
layer, coatings are accurately described as monolithic polymer coatings; these take ad-
vantage of the simple fabrication associated with monolith production to make a surface 
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that can be used in a range of analytical applications. To be suitable for analytical pur-
poses, an ideal monolithic coating would allow for fast equilibration between adsorbent 
and target analyte; this requires that polymer have high surface area with well controlled 
mesoporous structures. There are several methods for making rigid macroporous mono-
lith polymers [15, 16]. 
1.1.2 Techniques for fabrication of macroporous particulate polymers and mono-
liths 
Polymeric particulate packings have traditionally been obtained from bulk monoliths that 
are ground and sieved to isolate the correctly-sized particles; the approach is inherently 
wasteful [17]. Polymeric particulate porous microspheres can be produced more efficient-
ly by suspension polymerization [18]. The porogen is usually miscible with the prepoly-
merization mixture but is immiscible with the copolymeric network. The polymerization 
reaction takes place in the presence of cross-linker molecules. During polymerization, the 
presence of the solvent leaves behind the porous polymeric networks formed during 
phase separation [19, 20]. Another strategic fabrication method relies on injection of a 
prepolymerization mixture (monomer, an initiator, and a solvent) into a phase in which it 
is immiscible thereby forming droplets. The formation of macroporous polymer particles 
by polymerization and swelling technique is illustrated in Figure 1.1 [21]. In this tech-
nique, polystyrene particles can be used as seed particles. The particles were swollen with 
butyl phthalate, which is also the activator. Next, the swollen template particles are treat-
ed with a mixture of monomer, porogen, and free-radical initiator, which increases the 
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degree of swelling and pore volume. Formation of copolymeric network and removal of 
the immiscible solvent results in macroporous particles with a mean diameter of 7-8 μm.  
 
 
Figure 1.1 Preparation of porous beads using the swelling and polymerization technique. 
Copyright 1992 Wiley-VCH[21]. a) Styrene (monomer), b) monodisperse particulate 
template, c) swollen template particles, d) porous beads. 
Monolithic coatings are typically prepared in a tailored format by a molding process 
(Figure 1.2) using a rigid mold. In this process, the mold is filled with prepolymerization 
mixture containing a monomer, cross-linker, polymerization initiator, and porogenic sol-
vent. Polymerization is initiated by exposure to UV light or via heating at temperatures 
ranging between 55–80 °C [15, 22]. In contrast to suspension polymerization that yields 
polymers with a large irregular and very large pore structure, this process yields porous 
structure monoliths with unique porosity containing large micron-sized pores coexisting 
with smaller, ca.10 nm, size pores. [16].  
 
  
 
Emulsifier Swelling with 
activator 
1. Swelling with 
polymerization  
mixture 
2. Polymerization 
a b c d 
1 µm 5 µm 7-8 µm 
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Figure 1.2 Example of preparation of macroporous polymer monoliths [23]. Copyright © 
2002, Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg. 
1.1.3 Formation of polymers with porous structures  
Free-radical cross-linking copolymerization for synthesis of macroporous copolymers, 
mentioned previously in this chapter, usually involves a photo or thermal initiator along 
with a vinyl monomer, a divinyl cross-linker, and the solvent (porogen). Free-radicals are 
created by decomposition of the initiator, which induces the polymerization and cross-
linking reactions to form a three-dimensional polymeric network starts to form. The point 
at which the system has transformed from the liquid to the solid phase is called the ―gel 
point‖. Phase separation is said to occur when the growing polymer is no longer solubil-
ized by the solvent (porogen). At this point, the growing polymer becomes insoluble and 
phase separation occurs to yield a solid or gel-like polymer. The better the solvent is at 
solubilizing the growing polymer, the later phase separation will occur. When monomer 
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and cross-linker remaining in solution, the polymer can continue to grow, building on the 
scaffold that is formed when phase separation is achieved. As the polymer grows, porosi-
ty and performance characteristics can change, making the optimization of fabrication 
challenging. For example, polymers fabricated by free-radical cross-linking copolymeri-
zation may have different porous structures depending on the nature and amounts of the 
monomer, cross-linker, and porogen used in the reaction. Particularly important is the 
solvation power of the porogen for the given polymer components [3].  
Generally, a solvent that is thermodynamically-compatible with copolymeric net-
work is called a ―good‖ solvent. In contrast, a solvent with poor thermodynamic-
compatibility with the copolymeric network is called a ―bad‖ or poor solvent. Using a 
poor solvent as the porogen causes early phase separation during the reaction. This phase 
separation may occur before the gel point. Early phase separation results in the formation 
of a discontinuous polymer phase in a continuous phase containing monomer, cross-
linker and porogen. After polymerization, the aggregated cross-linked particles further 
aggregate into larger clusters. This results in an increased pore volume and formation of 
larger pores and lower polymer surface area. On the other hand, if a good solvent is used, 
then phase separation occurs at a much later stage of the polymerization. After the onset 
of the polymerization and cross-linking process, nuclei are continuously generated and 
react with each other. The agglomeration processes result in the formation of a heteroge-
neous gel. After removal of the porogen from the gel, polymers with small pores and 
large surface area are formed [24-27]. 
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The solubility of the polymer in the porogen has a crucial effect on the porosity of 
the macroporous polymer [28, 29]. Table 1.1 shows that the morphology of macroporous 
polystyrene-divinylbenzene varies depending on the choice of porogen. According to Ta-
ble 1.1, poor solvents facilitate the formation of large clusters and hence larger pores. 
Therefore, macroporous polystyrene-divinylbenzene polymers with a low surface area 
(up to 100 m
2
/g) can be synthesized. In contrast, by increasing the solvation power of the 
porogen (i.e., by using a good solvent), the number of micropores and surface area in-
crease, and the average pore diameter significantly decreases [3]. 
Table 1.1 Controlling morphology of styrene-divinylbenzene by changing the solvation 
power of the porogen [30] 
Pores characteristics Good Solvent 
(e.g., toluene, dichloro-
ethane) 
Poor Solvent 
(e.g., n-heptane, alco-
hols) 
Mean pore diameter Small Large 
Specific surface area 
[m
2
/g] 
50-500 10-100 
Pore volume [mL/g] < 0.8 0.6-2.0 
Pore wall surface Smooth surface Irregular rough surface 
Pore size distribution Predominantly microporous 
(20 Å) and mesoporous 
(20-500 Å) 
Predominantly mesopo-
rous (20-500 Å) and mac-
ro porous (over 500 Å) 
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The solvation power of the porogen can be measured by the difference between the solu-
bility parameters of the porogen, δ1, and the copolymer, δ2 [3, 28, 31]. According to 
Dušek et al. [32], the porous structure formation mainly depends on the phase separation 
step, which is caused by the change in the interaction between polymer and porogen. 
Through the use of solubility parameters, the compatibility of the porogen with the poly-
mer components with respect to phase separation behaviour can be studied systematical-
ly, which should make it is possible to develop a more efficient approach to fabrication of 
porous polymers with desired characteristics. 
 
1.2 Solubility parameters 
Solubility parameters have been used extensively in coating industry to select solvents for 
coatings materials [33]. Over the past few years, calculation of solubility parameters by 
computational methods has resulted in successful strategies to optimize the selection of 
solvent systems for various properties. For example, in response to health and safety or 
cost saving needs, it might be necessary to replace a solvent in an existing process; by 
having a more sophisticated algorithm to understand how solvents function, new solvents 
can be selected to meet a range of criteria while still being fit for purpose [34]. Today 
most commercial suppliers of solvents widely apply computer programs for solvent selec-
tion [35]. Solubility parameters, such as Hansen and Hildebrand solubility parameters, 
can help to better predict the potential of a porogenic solvent to yield a porous polymer 
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[36]. They can also be used to predict whether a solvent can dissolve a particular non-
crosslinked polymer [37].  
1.2.1 Solvation process and the Hildebrand solubility parameters 
Thermodynamically spontaneous solvation processes require that the change in the Gibbs 
energy of the process be zero or negative. The Gibbs energy change for the solvation pro-
cess can be broken into enthalpic and entropic components as follows: 
             (1.1) 
ΔGM is the Gibbs energy of mixing, ΔHM is the enthalpy of mixing, T is the temperature, 
and ΔSM is the entropy of mixing. Hildebrand and Scott [38] proposed that the enthalpy 
of mixing could be measured by: 
        [(
   
 
  
)
 
 
 (
   
 
  
)
 
 
]
 
     (1.2) 
Where Vmix is the volume of the mixture, ΔEi
V
 is the vaporization energy of the species I 
(for example the solvent and the polymer), Vi is the molar volume of species i, and  i is 
the volume fraction of the species. The cohesive energy (Ecoh) is related to the intermo-
lecular forces that are present in a system and are typically expressed as the difference in 
internal energy per mole (which can be expressed as a volume for a pure substance, Vm) 
for a substance when there are intermolecular forces at play to the internal energy when 
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there are none. This relationship can be expressed as follows:, where ecoh is the cohesive 
energy density given in J cm
-3 
or MPa [39]: 
     
    
  
 (1.3) 
From Equation 1.3, the Hildebrand solubility parameter (δ) was derived as the square root 
of the cohesive energy density to yield Equation 1.4 [39-41].  
 
  (
    
  
)
 
 
     
 
  (1.4) 
Equation 1.2 can be written in terms of the Hildebrand solubility parameter:  
   
 
     (     )
  (1.5) 
The enthalpy of mixing determined by Eq 1.5, must be smaller than the entropic term (in 
Eq 1.1) to satisfy the ΔGM ≤ 0 requirement. Therefore, the solubility parameters differ-
ence (δ1 − δ2) needs to remain small.  
Hildebrand parameters have been used by industry to the prediction of the permeation 
rate, mechanical properties, and chemical resistance of polymers [40]. They also have 
many applications in the study and control of solvent-polymer behavior. This includes 
control over the pore size distribution during synthesis, and suitability for dissolution, 
suspension, or swelling of the polymer within the solvent. Goh et al. [42] have studied 
the effect of solubility parameters of solvents on the morphology of cross-linked 
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poly(methacrylic acid-co-poly(ethylene oxide) methyl ether methacrylate) polymers pre-
pared by suspension polymerization. It was observed that ketone and ester solvents 
caused rough but colloidally stable microspheres. Alcohols and hydrocarbons resulted in 
soluble polymers and aggregated particles, respectively. Since the Hildebrand solubility 
parameters correspond to the cohesive energy of solvents and polymers, they can be used 
to rationalize the polymer morphology observed in the presence of different solvents. For 
example, the Hildebrand solubility parameter of a mixture of 08% toluene and 20% DME 
by volume is 18 MPa
½
. Polymerization in this solvent resulted in irregular agglomerated 
particles, whereas polymerization from a solvent like ethyl acetate (18.2 MPa
½
) resulted 
in microspheres. The main disadvantage of the Hildebrand parameter is that it does not 
consider specific interactions between molecules (e.g., dipole-dipole interactions). Con-
sequently, a more nuanced approach has been taken in the development of alternative 
models. Thus, the three-dimensional Hansen solubility parameters (HSP) are more practi-
cal than the isotropic Hildebrand parameter in terms of understanding the role of the sol-
vent in the polymerization system 
1.2.2 Hildebrand and Hansen solubility parameters 
The Hildebrand solubility parameters are used as an indicator for the affinity of the pol-
ymer for the solvent, however, Charles M. Hansen attempted to divide the overall interac-
tions between a solvent and a solute into polar, dispersive, and hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions [34, 43]. The theory behind the HSP is described in his thesis (1967), which is still 
relevant today [34]. 
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Hansen expressed the three types of interactions in the following way [34]. 
           (1.6) 
The total cohesive energy (E) is the sum of the energy from dispersion (D), dipole-dipole 
(P), and hydrogen bonding (H) forces between molecules. Dividing Eq. 1.6 by the molar 
volume gives the square of the total Hansen solubility parameter as the sum of the 
squares of the Hansen δd, δp  and δh [44]. 
 
 
 
 (
  
 
)  (
  
 
)  (
  
 
) (1.7) 
     
    
    
  (1.8) 
1.2.4 Three-dimensional Hansen space 
In the three-dimensional Hansen space δd, δp and δh are three perpendicular axes which 
are plotted in the Hansen sphere. The center of the Hansen sphere incorporates the δd, δp, 
and δh of the polymer, which is shown by points and has a constant value. Each solvent 
(including solvent mixtures) is also represented by a point in Hansen space. Thermody-
namically-compatible solvents are inside the sphere, while thermodynamically-
incompatible solvents are excluded from the Hansen sphere. There are also boundary 
conditions at the surfaces of the Hansen sphere, the radius of the Hansen sphere (see be-
low), which is where the polymer or solute undergoes phase separation from the solvent; 
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for example, the conditions for solvation are no longer met [34]. Figure 1.3 illustrates the 
three-dimensional Hansen sphere.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Three-dimensional Hansen space. 
The radius of the Hansen sphere is also described as the radius of interaction (R0). Solu-
bility distance (Ra), which can be calculated for any polymer-solvent combination, shows 
the distance between solvent and solute in Hansen space. Once the polymer HSPs are de-
termined, the distances between solvents HSP and a polymers HSP in Hansen space can 
be calculated by Equation 1.9: 
   √ (       )  (       )  (       )  (1.9) 
 
 
Dispersion 
forces 
Polar interaction 
Hydrogen 
bonding 
capacity 
 
Good solvent  
Poor solvent  
Tri-point represent-
ing the polymer 
R
a
 
R
0
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Dividing the solubility distance, Ra, by the interaction radius R0 (determined through 
Hansen algorithm) yields the ―relative energy distance‖ (RED), which shows the compat-
ibility of the solvent and polymer.  
                
  
  
 (1.10) 
 
If the RED is 0, then there is no energy difference between solvent and solute/polymer 
(Ra = 0) and the polymer is soluble. Practically, if the solubility parameters are closely 
matched, then the RED will be less than 1 and the solvent and solute are strongly compat-
ible and predicted to be soluble. When the RED is close to 1, then the system is near the 
boundary condition. If the RED value is higher than 1, then lower affinities of solvent for 
solute are indicated [34, 43]. The consequences of these values will be discussed later in 
greater detail. 
1.2.5 HSP determination of polymers 
The porosity of highly cross-linked insoluble polymers can also be predicted and con-
trolled by the HSP theory. One method to calculate the HSPs and interaction radii of in-
soluble polymers is based on swelling tests with different solvents. This data can be used 
to calculate the HSPs of a polymer. This method of determining the HSPs of a polymer is 
much more effective than other methods that depend on correlation with intrinsic viscosi-
ties or pure statistical analysis [2]. The HSPs of most polymers are determined by exper-
imental procedures followed by theoretical models, or group contribution techniques, 
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which have been optimized by regression and fitting methods [45, 46]. The HSPs of pol-
ymers are usually calculated by testing the degree of interaction with a large variety of 
solvents through swelling experiments to obtain swelling factors and applying the Hansen 
algorithms to correlate experimental data with solvent HSPs [34]. The HSPs of a large 
range of common solvents have been calculated and reported in the literature [1, 34, 47]. 
However, only a small number of polymers have known Hansen solubility parameters [2, 
46]. Table 1.2 describes HSPs of some common solvents. 
 
Table 1.2 HSPs of some common solvents [34]. 
Solvent          Solvent          
Benzene 18.4 0.0 2.0 n-Butyl acetate 15.8 3.7 6.3 
Toluene 18.0 1.4 2.0 sec-Butyl acetate 15.0 3.7 7.6 
Xylene 17.6 1.0 3.1 Dimethyl phthalate 18.6 10.8 4.9 
Ethyl benzene 17.8 0.6 1.4 1,4-Dioxane 19.0 1.8 7.4 
Styrene 18.6 1.0 4.1 Chloroform 17.8 3.1 5.7 
Decalin (cis) 18.0 0.0 0.0 Chlorobenzene 19.0 4.3 2.0 
Tetralin 19.6 2.0 2.9 Carbon Tetrachlo-
ride 
17.8 0.0 0.6 
Cyclohexane 16.8 0.0 0.2 Methylene dichlo-
ride 
18.2 6.3 6.1 
Methyl cyclohex-
ane 
16.0 0.0 1.0 Methanol 15.1 12.3 22.3 
n-Pentane 15.6 0.0 0.0 Ethanol 15.8 8.8 19.4 
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n-Hexane 14.9 0.0 0.0 n-Propanol 16.0 6.8 17.4 
n-Heptane 15.3 0.0 0.0 Ethylene carbonate 19.4 21.7 5.1 
n-Octane 15.5 0.0 0.0 γ-Butyrolactone 19.0 16.6 7.4 
n-Nonane 15.7 0.0 0.0 N,N-dimethyl 
formamide 
17.4 13.7 11.3 
Acetone 15.5 10.4 7.0 N,N-dimethyl acet-
amide 
16.8 11.5 10.2 
Methyl ethyl ke-
tone 
16.0 9.0 5.1 Dimethyl sulfoxide 18.4 16.4 10.2 
Methyl isobutyl 
ketone 
15.3 6.1 4.1 Tetramethylene sul-
foxide 
18.2 11.0 9.1 
Cyclohexanone 17.8 6.3 5.1 Water 15.5 16.0 42.3 
Ethyl acetate 15.8 5.3 7.2     
 
1.2.6 The general Hansen algorithm  
Figure 1.4 depicts a flowchart of the Hansen algorithm used in this thesis to determine the 
HSPs for a model polymer system. The input data contains a list of n solvents (n = 1, 2, 
...) that were used for swelling test with their known HSPs (δdi, δpi, δhi) as well as swelling 
factors (Si = 0, 1) [2]. The swelling factor is a binary assessment of the interaction be-
tween polymer and solvent. No swelling of the polymer in the solvent results in a swell-
ing factor equal to 0. In contrast, the swelling factor is 1 when a polymer shows any evi-
dence of swelling in the solvent [34]. Swelling is estimated by mass change in the poly-
mer. Using the binary data and HSP data for the solvents, the program can be used to de-
termine HSP values for a given polymer system. The iterative calculations start with an 
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initial calculation of a set of HSPs and interaction radius for the polymer (δdi δpi, δhi, and 
R0). For each set of calculated HSPs and interaction radius, the quality-of-fit function is 
used to evaluate the input data is for swelling. The quality-of-fit function is a desirability 
function, but in Hansen’s work, the quality-of-fit function is designated as the DATAFIT 
function, which takes the following form: 
        √(           )
 
 (1.11) 
where n is the number of solvents and the Ai has the form: 
    
 [              ( )] (1.12) 
ERROR DISTANCE (i) is the error in the differences of Ra and R0. The ERROR DIS-
TANCE is 0 and Ai quotient is 1 when a solvent is inside the sphere (a good solvent) 
with Si = 1 and Rai < R0. A poor solvent will yield Rai > R0 outside the sphere with the 
Si = 0 If a good solvent (Si = 1) is outside the sphere (Rai > R0), then the Ai quotient is 
calculated by: 
    
 (      ) (1.13) 
If a poor solvent (Si = 0) is inside the sphere (Ra i< R0), then the Ai quotient is calculated 
by: 
    
 (      ) (1.14) 
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Figure 1.4 General flowchart of Hansen algorithm[2]. 
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Therefore, Ai quotients always are between 0 and 1, which makes the DATAFIT function 
limited to the same range (according to Eq. 1.11). Improvement of fitting during optimi-
zation results in a DATAFIT that approaches 1. To achieve a DATAFIT equal to 1, all 
good solvents must be inside the sphere and all the poor solvents must be outside the 
sphere. 
1.2.7 Selection of pore-former solvent based on HSPs 
HSPs are practical criteria that allows the thermodynamic compatibility of a porogen with 
a polymeric network to be predicted. One can determine whether a porogenic solvent can 
give a rough polymer with good porosity by comparing the positions of the solvent with 
respect to its polymer-solubility in three-dimensional Hansen space [34]. 
As the polymerization process proceeds, the polymeric network forms due to the 
relative difference in HSP between the copolymer and the porogen (|Δδ|). Those porogens 
that are outside the Hansen sphere have large |Δδ| values and RED > 1, which make these 
porogens poor solvents. These solvents cause early phase separation and yield polymers 
with large pore structures (macroporous) and low surface areas. On the other hand, |Δδ| 
value is small for good solvents that exist inside the Hansen sphere with RED < 1. These 
solvents cause late stage phase separation and a unimodal microporous resin with high 
surface area. In addition, solvents which are inside the sphere can dissolve or swell the 
polymeric network. Solvent systems that are on the boundary with moderate |Δδ| values 
and REDs equal to, or close to, 1 show a balance between the advantages of the mi-
croporous gels, which have high surface area but slow mass transport, and fully 
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macroporous structures with low surface area. Such moderately good porogens give pol-
ymers with excellent porosity and ideal morphology for the molecularly imprinted poly-
mer films targeted in our group [20, 43].  
1.3 Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) 
Molecular imprinting is a technique based on polymerization in the presence of a tem-
plate molecule. The template molecule is selected such that the polymer will exhibit se-
lective recognition of target molecules in various matrices [48]. Molecularly imprinted 
polymers (MIPs) are tunable macromolecules containing cavities that are complementary 
in shape and size to template molecules present during polymerization. These unique fea-
tures enable MIPs to bind selectively to target analytes that have similar shape and size to 
the template molecule [49].  
In comparison to many other molecular recognition materials, MIPs are relatively easy to 
make, robust, and inexpensive. Given this, MIPs have been featured in a variety of appli-
cations in many fields such as sensor technology (chemo- and bio-sensors) [50], chroma-
tographic columns [51], enzyme catalysts [52], water purification [53], and artificial anti-
bodies [54]. MIPs have been prepared using various polymerization methods including 
precipitation [55], emulsion [56], and suspension polymerization grafting methods [57]. 
Bulk polymerization to form monoliths frequently require further processing, like grind-
ing and sieving, for analytical applications [58, 59]. The resulting particles show irregular 
sizes and shapes. Moreover, grinding degrades the quality of the polymer leading to loss 
of selective binding sites [60]. Alternatively, MIPs can be made as thin films on an inert 
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surface such as a microscopic glass slide. Thin film technique can provide homogeneous 
MIPs with desired surface area and binding sites for detecting targets [61, 62].  
 
1.3.1 Molecular imprinting strategy 
MIPs are generally synthesized through the following steps (Figure 1.5). (1) Formation of 
a pre-polymerization complex using monomer and template through self-assembly inter-
actions. In this step, the functional monomers interact with template to create specific 
recognition sites. (2) Polymerization of the pre-formed complexes with cross-linker mol-
ecules to form a rigid polymeric matrix. This step is usually activated by a polymerization 
initiator. (3) Extraction of the template molecules leaving behind the binding sites with 
specific recognition properties for target molecules, which are capable of selectively 
binding to the structural analogus target molecules [55, 63, 64]. 
 
Figure 1.5 Molecularly imprinted polymer fabrication.  
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1.3.2 Factors affecting molecular recognition in MIPs 
Although the fabrication of MIPs is simple, to achieve a high level of molecular recogni-
tion, one requires a good understanding of polymer chemistry, molecular recognition the-
ory, chemical equilibria, and thermodynamics [65]. For example, MIPs need to be suffi-
ciently rigid to maintain the structure of the cavities after the templates removal. On the 
other hand, the polymers should be flexible enough to release the template through swell-
ing and extraction, and subsequently return to the ideal morphology for uptake of the tar-
get molecules. These two parameters may be contradictory to each other. Therefore, an 
attentive optimization is necessary for making MIPs [66]. Fabrication of MIPs can be 
challenging due to a large number of elements involved, e.g., the selection of template, 
functional monomer, cross-linker, porogen, and initiator [67]. 
(a) Template  
The role of the template molecule is to organize the functional group of monomers during 
the molecular imprinting processes [68]. Template imprinting occurs during the polymer-
ization process. After the polymerization, the template molecules are removed from the 
polymeric network. Template removal produces cavities or recognition sites that are simi-
lar to the template molecules in terms of size, shape, and functionality. The template must 
be stable during polymerization. For example, in free-radical polymerization, the tem-
plate should be chemically inert to avoid participation in radical reactions during 
polymerization [69]. Template extraction is a critical step in the preparation of MIPs. In 
an ideal system, the template molecule would be the molecule that one intends to target in 
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their applications. However, even when template removal is highly efficient, traces of the 
template remaining in the MIP can lead to false positive detection. To avoid this problem, 
pseudo-templates can be used for imprinting [61]. A pseudo-template is a molecule that is 
similar to the target molecule in terms of shape, size, and key functional group orienta-
tion, but can be easily distinguished from the target at the time of analysis. The ideal 
pseudo-templates are isotopically labelled analogues, which one could argue are indistin-
guishable from the target except by mass spectrometry. However, these are expensive and 
are only suitable for detection by mass spectrometry, so structurally similar molecules 
can be good options for imprinting. However, in such cases, selection of the best pseudo-
template is not trivial. 
(b) Functional monomer 
A functional monomer must interact with the template molecule; this can occur through a 
range of bonding types, including covalent and non-covalent (e.g. hydrogen bonding) 
through. The stoichiometry between the monomers and template will depend on the num-
ber of functional groups through which bonding can occur and the strength of the interac-
tions; therefore optimization of the stoichiometry can be a challenge [70]. It is critical for 
the monomer to have functional groups that complement the functionality of the template 
molecule (e.g., H-bond acceptor and H-bond donor) to ensure an efficient imprinting ef-
fect [71]. Figure 1.6 shows a selection of typical functional monomers used for the fabri-
cation of MIPs. Among these monomers, MAA has been widely used as a functional 
monomer due to its hydrogen bond donor and acceptor properties [63]. According to 
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Zhang et al. [72], MAA has a high degree of desirable functionality relative to its mass, 
which tends to produce porous polymeric materials with excellent binding capacity. 
Figure 1.6 Typical functional monomers used for fabrication MIPs. 
(c) Cross-linker 
The cross-linking agent, or cross-linker, is a multifunctional molecule, typically divinyl, 
that can copolymerize with the monomer while in a complex with the template form a 
three-dimensional cross-linked polymeric network around the template. The amount and 
the type of the cross-linking agent can greatly affect the selectivity of MIPs. In a typical 
molecular imprinting procedure, the cross-linker it stabilizes the imprinted binding sites, 
imparts mechanical stability to the polymeric network and is involved in control of poly-
mer morphology [73].  
p-vinylbenzoic acid 4-vinylpyridine 
4-VP 
2-vinylpyridine 
2-VP 
acrylic acid 
AA 
methacrylic acid 
MAA 
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Generally, in the polymerization process, a high loading of cross-linking agent is required 
to produce polymer with permanent porosity, stable recognition sites, and adequate me-
chanical stability by forming a more rigid three-dimensional structure. As a result, the 
functional groups are preserved in an appropriate configuration for binding the target 
molecules [74]. Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) is a common cross-linking 
agent due to its ability to produce a polymer with high binding capacity and selectivity 
and its compatibility with hydrophilic solvents [66].  
(c) Porogen 
The porogenic solvent, or porogen, is used to dissolve the pre-polymerization com-
pounds, therefore, the functional monomer, template molecule, cross-linker, and initiator 
must be soluble in the porogen. Additionally, the porogen should not interfere with the 
formation of the pre-polymerization complex between the template and the monomer, 
e.g., water disrupts hydrogen bonding, toluene interrupts π-π interactions [74]. As dis-
cussed previously, it is recognized that solvent plays a key role in pore generation, influ-
encing shape, size, and volume of the pores in polymeric systems, including MIPs. [25, 
66].  
(e) Initiators 
An initiator is essential for formation of sufficient free radicals for an efficient radical 
polymerization process. Normally, an initiator is added in a small amount in comparison 
with monomer, template, and cross-linker ratios. Based on the chemical properties of the 
initiator, it decomposes to form radicals by different mechanisms. These routes include, 
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but are not limited to, UV light, heat, or by other chemical or electrochemical methods 
[75]. For instance, azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) molecule decomposes by heating to 
give a stable radical carbon center that is efficient in initiating polymerization of vinyl 
monomers. Figure 1.7 shows  the generation of a carbon radical by thermal decomposi-
tion of AIBN [76]. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.7 Formation of carbon centered radical by thermal decomposition of AIBN. 
1.3.3 Molecular imprinting approaches  
Generally, two molecularly imprinting approaches have been employed for fabrication of 
MIPs. One method is based on covalent interactions, while the other more broadly appli-
cable method is based on non-covalent molecular interactions between the functional 
monomer and the template; these are illustrated in Figure 1.8 [73]. In both cases, the 
functional monomer interacts with the template to form a stable pre-polymerization com-
plex.  
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Figure 1.8 Non-covalent and covalent molecular imprinting approaches. Used with per-
mission [77].  
In fully covalent molecular imprinting, which was propose by Wulff [78], the template 
molecule is covalently bound to the functional monomer. Analyte re-binding in this 
method requires that the covalent bond can be cleaved to remove the template and that it 
can be reformed for uptake of the analyte. [79]. The covalent imprinting approach yields 
very stable and selective MIPs. These interactions can also result in more homogeneous 
binding sites than the non-covalent methods due to the explicit control of the stoichiome-
try between the template and the monomer. However, covalent imprinting has its weak-
nesses. For example, there are a limited number of functional monomers that can undergo 
rapid reversible covalently reactions with a large range of candidate template molecules. 
Also rebinding of the templates is difficult because of the challenges associated with re-
forming the covalent bonds, particularly in aqueous environments [80]. 
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Non-covalent molecular imprinting, pioneered by Mosbach and co-workers in the mid-
1980s [81], is more widely used than the covalent approach because of its simplicity and 
adaptability. It relies on spontaneous self-assembly through weaker interactions, such as 
van der Waals forces, π-π interactions, and hydrogen bonding. This is analogous to mo-
lecular recognition in living system, such as when enzymes and antibodies recognize their 
target molecules through hydrogen-bonding, electrostatic interactions and hydrophobic 
interactions [82, 83]. Though less specific or permanent than covalent imprinting, tem-
plate-monomer complexation can occur through a range of common interactions. The 
combination of interactions makes it easier to find monomers for a given template. The 
geometry established in the self-assembly process is fixed through polymerization, usual-
ly with a high degree of cross-linking [84]. Both template removal and reuptake are easier 
in non-covalent imprinting. It is much easier to disrupt weak bonding interactions under 
mild conditions to remove the template and reuptake of the target analyte is generally 
straightforward in a range of media without the need for reagents to reform covalent 
bonds [63].  
A disadvantage of non-covalent imprinting is that the interactions between template and 
functional monomer are not strong. Since the interactions are controlled by an equilibri-
um process, the functional monomer needs to be used in excess to move the equilibrium 
toward the formation of the pre-polymerization complex. This can reduce the selectivity 
of the material and reduce the efficiency of the rebinding process [80].  
Whitcombe et al. introduced a semi-covalent method, in which a sacrificial spacer bound 
the template to the monomer covalently. The spacer was sacrificed in the template re-
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moval process. Analyte rebinding occurred through non-covalent interactions [85]. This 
method takes advantage of the precise stoichiometry and site homogeneity of covalent 
imprinting with the ease of reuptake associated with non-covalent imprinting.  
1.4 Detection methods used with MIPs 
1.4.1 Gas chromatography (GC) 
GC is used to separate mixtures of compounds, primarily on the basis of boiling point. A 
GC will consist of and injector, chromatographic column, detector, and data acquisition 
system. Each section plays an important role in the analysis quality and results [86]. For 
example, the injector should transfer all compounds in the mixture of analytes to the 
chromatographic column, without chemical alteration and bias on volatility or molecular 
weights. Samples are typically volatilized by exposure to the high temperatures in the in-
jection port (200-300 °C) and moved to and through the chromatographic column by a 
gaseous mobile phase or carrier gas (e.g., He, Ar, N2 or H2). The ability of the chromato-
graphic column to separate analytes with very close distribution constants between the 
mobile and stationary phases is a key advantage GC.  
Chromatographic resolution depends on the temperature, stationary phase, mobile phase, 
and for columns, the size, length, inner diameter, and thickness of the stationary phase. 
Although columns can be packed or capillary columns, most GC methods used narrow 
fused-silica capillaries coated on the outside with polyimide. The capillary becomes a 
chromatographic column when it is coated on the inside with a stationary phase (usually a 
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hydrocarbon-based coating chemically bound to the silica surface). The chemistry of the 
stationary phase, in conjunction with the boiling point, allows analytes to be separated 
and thus reaching the detector at different times (retention time, tr). Retention (time from 
injection to detection) of analytes can be used for identification of compounds in the 
sample mixture [87]. For a complex mixture of analytes with similar structures, a longer 
column with smaller inner diameter columns is required for a complete compound sepa-
ration. For instance, the GC analysis of PAHs is usually accomplished using columns that 
are 30 m long, but the separation of hydrocarbons in gasoline, which is more complex, 
needs longer columns measuring100 m [88]. Capillary columns can be classified based 
on their lengths: short columns (5-15 m), medium columns (20-30 m) and large columns 
(50-100 m). The most useful column for many compounds, such as pesticides, drugs and 
PAHs, etc., is the medium capillary column with L = 30 m [86], which balances separa-
tion efficiency with time of analysis. 
Detectors used in gas chromatography are classified as universal, selective and specific 
universal and near universal detectors. Mass selective detectors (MSDs) and thermal con-
ductivity detectors (TCDs) are counted as the universal detectors. Selective detectors in-
clude flame photometric GC-MS detector (FPD), electron capture detector (ECD) and 
nitrogen-phosphorus detector (NPD). Specific detectors include MSD, thermal energy 
analyzer (TEA) and atomic emission detector (AED). Frequently detector selectivity de-
pends on the presence of certain atoms (e.g., phosphorus) or functional groups (e.g., ni-
tro) in the analyte structures. For example, a photoionization detector (PID) detects or-
ganic carbon, a nitrogen-phosphorus detector (NPD) detects nitrogen and phosphorus, a 
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sulfur chemiluminescence detector (SCD) detects sulfur and an electron capture detector 
(ECD) detects compounds with electronegative groups. Compounds with a common 
fragment such as, benzyl or phenyl, can be detected by an MSD operating in the selected 
ion monitoring (SIM) mode [89]. Detectors are selected for GC based on their linearity 
and insensitivity/sensitivity to changes in temperature, pressure, gas flow, for their detec-
tion limits, sensitivity, limits of quantitation, and also for their robustness and cost [88].  
1.4.2 Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) 
An MS coupled to a GC is typically equipped with an electron ionization (El) source for 
ion generation. The molecular ions and fragment ions produced in the source are trans-
ferred into the mass analyzer by differential pumping and electrostatic lenses where they 
are separated based on their m/z ratios [90]. Selected ion monitoring, SIM, is a mode of 
operation of the MS in which only a set of specific of ions with m/z values characteristic 
of the analyte ions are monitored rather than a full range of m/z values scanned. The SIM 
mode increases selectivity 30-100 times higher than the full scan mode. GC-MS in the 
SIM mode effectively provides selective detection of compounds in a complex mixture. 
Although the SIM mode decreases false positives in compound identification, the identi-
ties of analytes must also be confirmed by comparison of retention times of standard 
compounds [86].  
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1.5 An overview of produced water 
1.5.1 Definition and source 
Produced water is a byproduct of the production of oil and gas from onshore and offshore 
platforms. Produced water includes both injected water and reservoir fluids. Injection wa-
ter is injected into a reservoir to assist in the recovery of oil and gas [91]. Reservoir fluids 
include, oil, natural gas, particulates, and formation water, which is seawater that is 
trapped with oil and natural gas in the reservoir between layers of sediments for millions 
of years. Produced water is treated to remove most of the oil. It is then discharged into the 
ocean in offshore operations or into receiving ponds, requiring further treatment, for on-
shore operations. Reservoir fluids can also be discharged through natural seeps or when 
the reservoir is penetrated during drilling [92]. 
During the life of a producing field, the volume of produced water can be ten times high-
er than the volume of extracted oil and gas; this volume tends to increase as the amount 
of oil and gas decreases. For older wells, it is common to realize 98% of extracted fluids 
as produced water (i.e., 2% of the fluid is recoverable oil). The volumes of produced wa-
ter are immense. For example, in the year 1990, 866 million barrels of produced water 
were collected in the Gulf of Mexico. Produced water discharged from the Hibernia field 
in Atlantic Canada was 17,000 m
3
/day in July 2007 and increased to 20,300 m
3
/day in 
September 2007 as the reservoirs were depleted [92].  
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1.5.2 Chemical composition of produced water 
Produced water contains formation water and seawater, which is composed of a complex 
mixture of wide variety of organic acids, petroleum hydrocarbons, and inorganic materi-
als. The specific composition depends on the local geology, geological age of the field, 
formation conditions and operational lifetime of the reservoir [93]. Common inorganics 
are salts such as sodium, calcium, magnesium, potassium, sulfate, chloride, bromide, bi-
carbonate, and iodide, which are also found in seawater. However, the concentrations of 
these ions are often higher in the produced water than in seawater, which increases their 
contribution to the toxicity of produced water [94]. Organic acids (Table 1.4) include 
mono- and di-carboxylic acids of aliphatic compounds such as propanoic, butanoic, oxal-
ic acid, and benzoic acid [92]. Petroleum hydrocarbons are aliphatic and aromatic hydro-
carbons, which as components of produced water, have received the most attention due to 
their toxicity and other environmental impacts [95].  
The presence and distribution of hydrocarbons depend on their water solubility. and They 
can appear as both dissolved and dispersed (suspension as very small droplets) oil in the 
produced water [96]. Many of the treatment processes for produced water focus on their 
removal. Hydrocyclones used in the treatment of produced water rely on centrifugal force 
to separate dispersed oil droplets, but are ineffective for removal of dissolved components 
including hydrocarbons, organic acids, phenols, and inorganic compounds from produced 
water. Consequently, treated produced water discharged into the ocean mostly contains 
light aromatic hydrocarbons with higher water solubility and higher vapor pressure such 
as benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes, collectively known as BTEX, light 
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PAHs, and aliphatic hydrocarbons. Since there are no cost-effective water treatment pro-
cedures for use on offshore platforms that can 100% effectively treat produced water, 
treated produced water still contains dispersed oil that contains higher molecular weight 
and hydrophobic PAHs such as chrysene and benzo[a]pyrene [97]. As Table 1.4 shows, 
the total concentration of PAHs in produced water typically ranges from 0.040 mg/L to 3 
mg/L. Light PAHs, such as naphthalene, fluorene, and their alkyl homologues, are the 
most common species. Heavy PAHs are typically not reported as they are mainly associ-
ated with the dispersed oil phase due to their low water solubility [98]. 
 
Table 1.3 Concentration ranges of natural organic chemicals in worldwide produced wa-
ter [99]. 
Organic Chemical  Concentration range (mg/L) 
Total organic carbon ≤ 0.1-11,000 
Total organic acids ≤ 0.001-10,000 
Total saturated hydrocarbons 17-30 
Total BTEX 0.068-578 
Total PAHs 0.04-3.0 
Total steranes/triterpanes 0.14-0.175 
Ketones 1.0-2.0 
Total phenols (primarily C0-C5-phenols) 0.4-23 
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1.5.3 Regulations 
Environmental regulatory agencies are responsible for the regulation of the discharge of 
produced water into the ocean and other receiving waters. These agencies set limits on 
the concentrations of petroleum (measured as total oil and grease) in the produced water. 
For example, the Canada-Newfoundland and Labrador Offshore Petroleum Board (C-
NLOPB), the Canada-Nova Scotia Offshore Petroleum Board (CNSOPB) and the Na-
tional Energy Board (NEB) regulate the discharge of produced water for the Atlantic 
Canada offshore oil and gas industries [100]. Table 1.5 shows examples of regulations 
issued by different countries on the concentration of total petroleum hydrocarbon in pro-
duced water discharge into the ocean [99]. 
Table 1.4 Daily maximum and monthly averages for total concentrations (mg/L) of 
oil and grease in produced water for ocean disposal permitted by different countries 
[99].  
Country  Monthly average (mg/L) Daily maximum (mg/L) 
Canada 30 60 
USA 20 42 
OSPAR (NE Atlantic) 30 - 
Mediterranean 40 100 
Western Australia 30 50 
Nigeria 40 72 
Brazil - 20 
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1.6 Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)  
PAHs are a large and important class of non-polar organic compounds that consist of two 
or more fused benzene rings in different chemical configurations including alkylated 
forms. These compounds are classified as organic pollutants because of their chemical 
stability and non-biodegradability. Additionally, PAHs are considered toxic, carcinogen-
ic, mutagenic substances. For these reasons, there are numerous studies on PAHs in wa-
ter, soil, and air [101]. According to the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
(US EPA), sixteen PAHs are priority pollutants (Table 1.6) based on their toxicity, hu-
man exposure and existence in waste sites. Seven of these PAHs, i.e., chrysene, ben-
zo(a)anthracene, dibenzo(a,h)anthracene, benzo(a)pyrene, benzo(k)fluoranthene, ben-
zo(b)fluoranthene, and indeno(1,2,3-cd) pyrene, are identified as probable human carcin-
ogens. The carcinogenic PAHs typically have higher molecular weights, lower water sol-
ubility, and lower vapor pressure compared with non-carcinogenic PAHs [102]. PAHs 
with 2-4 benzene rings are considered light PAHs, and heavy PAHs contain 4 to 8 aro-
matic rings.  
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Table 1.5 US EPA 16 priority-pollutant PAHs 
 
PAHs Number of 
rings 
Molecular 
weight (g/mole) 
Solubility 
(mg/L) 
Vapor pressure 
(mm Hg) 
Naphthalene 2 128.17 31 8.89×10
-2
 
Acenaphthene 3 154.21 3.8 3.75×10
-3
 
Acenaphthylene 3 152.20 16.1 2.90×10
-2
 
Anthracene 3 178.23 0.045 2.55×10
-5
 
Phenanthrene 3 178.23 1.1 6.80×10
-4
 
Fluorene 3 166.22 1.9 3.24×10
-3
 
Fluoranthene 4 202.26 0.26 8.13×10
-6
 
Benzo(a)anthracene 4 228.29 0.011 1.54×10
-7
 
Chrysene 4 228.29 0.0015 7.80×10
-9
 
Pyrene 4 202.26 0.132 4.25×10
-6
 
Benzo(a)Pyrene 5 252.32 0.0038 4.89×10
-9
 
Benzo(b)fluoranthene 5 252.32 0.0015 8.06×10
-8
 
Benzo(k)fluoranthene 5 252.32 0.0008 9.59×10
-11
 
Dibenz(a,h)anthracene 6 278.35 0.0005 2.10×10
-11
 
Benzo(g,h,i)perylene 6 276.34 0.00026 1.00×10
-10
 
Indeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene 6 276.34 0.062 1.40×10
-10
 
 
1.6.1 Sources, classification and distribution of PAHs 
PAHs are widely distributed in the natural environment such as water, soil, sediments, 
air, plants, and animals. Their generation can be grouped as pyrogenic and petrogenic, 
which can be associated with natural processes or enter the environment through human 
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activities. Pyrogenic sources include forest fires, natural oil seeps and volcanic eruptions. 
Petrogenic are, by definition, compounds from fossil fuels, however other industrial pro-
cesses, such as, waste incineration can be point sources for the discharge of petrogenic 
compounds as well. PAHs can reach the atmosphere mostly through gaseous emissions 
but also through evaporation or particulate inputs from soil and water. PAHs are mainly 
discharged into aquatic systems via natural oil seeps or from oil extraction activities [101, 
103-105]. Due to their low solubility, heavy PAHs in water can bind to sediments and 
suspended particulate or accumulate in aquatic animals. Light PAHs, on the other hand, 
are more water soluble, making them detectable and extractable from aqueous system 
[61]. 
 
1.6.2 Analytical methods for detection of PAHs 
Detection of PAHs in the environment has been an important topic for decades due to 
their high potential for adverse health effects. Monitoring PAHs in the marine environ-
ment was initiated in the 1960s, and today this continues on a range of regional and local 
scales [106]. The major long-term PAHs monitoring projects, which mainly focus on ma-
rine environments, include the Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission (Hel-
sinki Commission), the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program (AMAP), and the 
National Status and Trends Program (US) [107-109].  
Detection and quantification of PAHs in environmental media tend to be difficult because 
of the complexity of environmental samples. These samples can be in different phases 
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such as gaseous, solid (biological samples), liquid (water, oil or organic liquids) samples 
[110]. Therefore, reliable analytical methods are essential for detection of PAHs in these 
samples. Chromatographic methods for detection of PAHs in environmental matrices 
have been widely used and improved tremendously over the past few decades [107, 111]. 
The US EPA predominantly applies liquid chromatography (LC) and gas chromatog-
raphy (GC) techniques for monitoring PAHs in a range of samples such as municipal and 
industrial discharges, drinking water, solid waste, living tissue and ambient air [112-116].  
At the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the 16 US EPA PAHs, 
plus other PAHs, are measured in environmental reference materials using LC and GC 
coupled to a range of acceptable detection techniques to improve selectivity and sensitivi-
ty as well as to provide detection of a wide range of analytes [117]. For example, anthra-
cene and perylene can selectively and sensitively be detected by fluorescence spectrosco-
py [118]. Low concentrations of these PAHs are successfully measured by use of LC 
coupled with fluorescence detection (LC–FL) [111]. In contrast, benzo[g,h,i]perylene, 
which is very weakly fluorescent, can be more sensitively and accurately measured by 
GC coupled with mass spectrometry (GC-MS) [119]. A recent advancement in detecting 
complex samples utilized the strengths of both LC and GC. In this LC-GC method, the 
sample is separated by LC and the individual fractions analyzed by GC-MS to achieve 
high selectivity and low detection limits [120]. 
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1.7 Research goals 
The first objective of this research was to develop a system to characterize the factors in-
fluencing the porosity in MIP synthesis using a parametric study of solubility and phase 
separation. MIPs used as sorbents or as sensing materials must have high porosity that is 
uniform with reproducible morphological features. The porogen plays a crucial role in the 
realization of MIP properties such as surface area, pore volume, and pore size. Therefore, 
a strategy used for traditional porous polymer synthesis was adopted to choose a suitable 
porogen to prepare a novel thin film MIP with desired properties. In this method, the 
Hansen solubility parameters of polymers were calculated using a numerical model in 
Matlab which is described in Chapter 2. The Hansen solubility parameters account for a 
range of interactions between a solvent and a solute and can be used practically to predict 
the thermodynamic compatibility of a porogen with a polymeric network so that condi-
tions can be selected to produce a macroporous polymer without trial and error porogen 
optimization.  
The second goal of this research was to test the MIP thin films developed in light of HSP-
based optimization in a method for analysis of light PAHs (naphthalene, fluorene, phe-
nanthrene, and pyrene, Figure 1.7) in water samples using GC-MS. These PAHs are most 
commonly found in the dissolved phase of produced water. Validation of the MIP analy-
sis method for extraction of PAHs from aqueous PAHs solutions was obtained through 
evaluation of selectivity and sensitivity at low upload concentrations and in different up-
load times. In addition, kinetic studies of adsorption PAHs by MIPs were done through 
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various binding experiments, which are described in Chapter 3. In addition, the suitability 
of MIPs for environmental analysis and complex aqueous samples was tested in produced 
water with no sample preparation. The results revealed excellent sensitivity, selectivity 
and linearity, suggesting that MIPs can be successfully used for analysis of real aqueous 
samples in the environment.  
Table 1.7 shows four target molecules were studied in this work.  
Table 1.6 Target molecules focused on in this work 
 
Compounds Structure Molecular 
weight 
Solubility in water  
(mg/L) at 25 °C 
Naphthalene 
 
128 32 
Fluorene 
 
166 1.9 
Phenanthrene 
 
178 1-1.3 
Pyrene 
 
202 0.14 
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Chapter 2. Theoretical and Experimental Methods for Selec-
tion of Porogen for MIPs Fabrication  
2.1 Introduction 
MIPs are smart polymers for selective recognition of target solutes [121, 122]. As with 
most porous adsorbents, MIPs should exhibit high surface area and porosity, controlled 
pore size and mechanical stability [123]. It is recognized that the solvent plays a key role 
in a pore generation, influencing shape, size and volume of pores in MIPs [66, 124, 125]. 
Whether a solvent acts as a true porogen will depend on its thermodynamic compatibility 
with the functional monomer, cross-linker and template [73]. This is because the thermo-
dynamic compatibility significantly affects the phase separation and polymer properties 
[126]. Hansen’s three-dimensional solubility parameter is a practical criterion for predict-
ing the thermodynamic compatibility of a porogen with the prepolymerization compo-
nents, as well as the propensity to form a polymeric network with the required character-
istics [36, 127, 128]. Rather than take a trial-and-error approach, we used Hanson solubil-
ity parameters to develop a numerical method to predict the suitability of a porogen for 
formation of an MIP film with specified porosity.  
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2.2 Determination of poly(methacrylic acid) HSP 
2.2.1 Synthesis of cross-linked poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA)  
2.2.1.1 Materials 
Methacrylic acid monomer, ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) cross-linker, po-
tassium persulfate (KPS) thermal initiator were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, 
ON, Canada), compressed nitrogen gas and Whatman Quantitative filter papers (No. 
89212.5 cm folded circles).  
2.2.1.2 Method 
The PMAA was synthesized by radical polymerization of a prepolymerization solution 
consisting of 170 µL of methacrylic acid (monomer), 0.03200 g of potassium persulfate 
(K2S2O8), and 1510 µL of EGDMA in 10 mL of deionized water. Nitrogen gas was bub-
bled through the prepolymerization mixture for 10 min to remove any dissolved oxygen 
that would interfere with the polymerization reaction. Polymerization was carried out for 
8 h at 60 °C. The resulting cross-linked PMAA material was immersed in water for 24 h 
to remove any unreacted materials. Polymer particles were collected on filter paper then 
dried in a vacuum oven at 35 °C until a constant weight was achieved. 
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2.2.2 Swelling test of Cross-linked PMMA 
2.2.2.1 Materials 
Several representative solvents, including protic, aprotic, polar and non-polar, were used 
in the swelling experiments. Nonpolar solvents types included aromatic (benzene and tol-
uene), aliphatic (hexane), cycloalkane (cyclohexane) and halomethane (chloroform). Po-
lar solvents were subdivided into four groups: ketone (acetone), ether (tetrahydrofuran 
(THF)), ester (ethyl acetate) and nitrile (acetonitrile). Protic solvents that are good at 
forming hydrogen bonds in the solvation process were represented by alcohols (methanol, 
ethanol, 1-octanol, cyclohexanol, benzyl alcohol). All solvents with purity greater than 
95% were obtained from ACP Chemicals (Montreal, QC, Canada). 
2.2.2.2 Method 
The swelling test was carried out by immersing 5.00 mg of PMAA in a beaker containing 
100 mL of solvent for up to 10 hours. At 1-h intervals, a portion of polymer was removed 
from the solvent, dried at room temperature and weighed to five decimal places. 
2.2.2.3 Results and discussion 
Hansen solubility parameters of highly cross-linked (insoluble) polymers are usually 
measured through swelling tests [129], where upon swelling the solvent diffuses into the 
polymer pore structure. The amount of solvent retained by the polymer is indicative of its 
interaction with the polymer and can be detected by a change in mass associated with the 
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retained solvent. The results of the swelling tests are used to determine the HSP values 
for a given polymer system. The swelling value can be estimated by using the following 
formula: 
Swelling (%) (   −  )        (2.1) 
where Wd is the weight of the polymer and Ws is the weight of the swollen polymer. 
Figure 2.1 illustrates the effect of contact time on the swelling of PMAA. Benzyl alcohol, 
THF, chloroform, cyclohexane, acetone, acetonitrile and ethyl acetate have high swelling 
percentages, indicating a strong interaction with the polymer.  
 
Figure 2.1 The effect of contact time on the percent swelling of PMAA 
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The strength of the interactions between PMMA and ethanol, methanol, hexane, 
toluene, cyclohexane is negligible, as shown in the very low percent swelling. Any sol-
vent that can swell the PMAA is given a swelling factor equal to 1; the swelling factor is 
assigned as 0 for those solvents which could not swell the polymer. The HSP data for the 
solvents and the swelling factor assignments used in the calculations of HSP for the 
PMMA can be seen in Table 2.1.  
Table 2.1 HSP values of solvents and swelling factor for PMMA  
Solvents δd(MPa)
½
 δp(MPa)
½
 δh(MPa)
½
 
Swelling 
Factor 
%Swelling 
(10 h) 
Chloroform 
17.8 3.1 5.7 1 78 
Acetonitrile 
15.3 18.0 6.1 1 50 
Ethanol 
15.8 8.8 19.4 0 4 
Ethyl Acetate 
15.8 5.3 7.2 1 42 
Hexane 
14.9 0 0 0 2 
Methanol 
14.7 12.3 22.3 0 0 
Toluene 
17.6 1.4 2.0 0 2 
Tetrahydrofuran 
(THF) 
16.8 5.7 8.0 1 80 
Cyclohexane 
16.8 0 0.2 0 4 
Cyclohexanol 
17.4 4.1 13.5 1 56 
Benzene 
18.4 0 2.0 0 4 
Benzyl Alcohol 
18.4 6.3 13.7 1 84 
1-Octanol  
17.1 3.3 11.9 0 0 
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2.2.3 Computation of the HSP for PMAA and application for solvent suitability  
2.2.3.1 Calculation of PMAA HSP using Hansen algorithm and MATLAB Program 
The Hansen algorithm (Figure 1.4) was used in MATLAB (R2013b) to determine the 
HSPs (δd, δp, δh) and Ro of PMAA. The specifics of the MATLAB script used in this 
work were published by Gharaghazi (Appendix 1) [46]. The HSPs and Ro calculated for 
PMAA are δd
 
= 15.22, δp = 16.18, δh = 1.97, Ro = 16.63. 
2.2.3.2 RED values for porogenic solvents: compatibility assessment 
RED values were calculated using Equation 1.11. When the RED value is less than 1.0 
the corresponding solvent has a higher affinity for the polymer. Therefore, it should be 
able to dissolve the polymeric network or swell highly cross-linked polymers. Such sol-
vents are called good solvents and lie within the Hansen sphere. When the RED is larger 
than 1.0, the solvent has lower interaction with the polymeric network and it cannot dis-
solve or swell the polymer; thus it is considered a poor solvent [130, 131]. Table 2.2 
shows the calculated Ra and RED values for solvents that were used in the swelling ex-
periments. As can be seen, chloroform, acetone, acetonitrile, ethyl acetate, hexane, tetra-
hydrofuran, cyclohexane and benzyl alcohol have RED values below 1.0. These solvents 
are inside the Hansen sphere, which is depicted in Figure 2.2. Ethanol, methanol, toluene, 
cyclohexanol, benzene and 1-ocanol have RED above 1.0, which excludes them from the 
Hansen sphere. Among all the solvents used in the swelling test, 1-octanol has RED = 
1.014, which is very close to the boundary condition (RED = 1.0). At the boundary, the 
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growing polymer is moderately well solubilized and phase separation is neither late nor 
early. Therefore, we predicted that using 1-octanol as a porogen for fabrication of MIPs 
with methacrylic acid would result in polymers with favorable morphology and porosity.  
Table 2.2 Calculated RED and Ra values for solvents used in the swelling tests. 
 
Solvents RED Ra δd(MPa)
½
 δp(MPa)
½
 
δh(MPa)
½
 
Chloroform 0.875 14.551 17.8 3.1 5.7 
Acetone 0.462 7.683 15.5 10.4 7.0 
Acetonitrile 0.271 4.506 15.3 18.0 6.1 
Ethanol 1.1403 18.963 15.8 8.8 19.4 
Ethyl Acetate 0.729 12.123 15.8 5.3 7.2 
Hexane 0.981 16.314 14.9 0 0 
Methanol 1.246 20.720 14.7 12.3 22.3 
Toluene 1.394 23.182 17.6 1.4 2.0 
Tetrahydrofuran (THF) 0.751 12.489 16.8 5.7 8.0 
Cyclohexane 0.897 14.917 16.8 0 0.2 
Cyclohexanol 1.098 18.259 17.4 4.1 13.5 
Benzene 1.445 24.030 18.4 0 2.0 
Benzyl Alcohol 0.989 16.447 18.4 6.3 13.7 
1-octanol 1.014 16.862 17.1 3.3 11.9 
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PMAA 
Methanol 
Ethanol 
Benzyl Alcohol 
Benzene 
Chloroform 
THF 
Acetonitrile 
1-octanol 
Ethyl Acetate 
Cyclohexanol 
Acetone 
Toluene 
Hexane 
Cyclohexane 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Hansen Space of PMAA. The red circle denotes the Hansen sphere for PMAA. 
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2.3. Effect of porogen type on thin-film MIPs  
2.3.1 Materials 
Compounds used in the preparation of the thin-film MIPs: MAA (monomer); EGDMA, 
(cross-linker); phenol (pseudo-template); 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (derivat-
izing agent for the glass substrate); and the 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone 
(DMPA), initiator (Figure 2.3 and Table 2.3), were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Oak-
ville, ON, Canada) wand were used without further purification. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 MIP components structures 
 
 
 
 
                 EGDMA                             MAA                  DMPA                      Phenol      
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Table 2.3 MIP and NIP composition 
Pre-polymer component MIP NIP 
1-octanol:methanol (80: 20 v/v) (porogen) 
1-octanol 160 µL 
methanol 40 µL 
1-octanol 160 µL 
methanol 40 µL 
Phenol (pseudo-template) 0.0038 g ־ 
Methacrylic acid (MAA) (monomer) 13.33 µL 13.33 µL 
Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate, 1,4 divi-
nylbenzene (EGDMA) (cross-linker) 
151 µL 151 µL 
2,2-Dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone 
(DMPA) (photo-initiator) 
0.0032 g 0.0032 g 
 
2.3.2 Methods 
2.3.2.1 Derivatization of glass slide 
Before derivatization, glass microscopic slides (purchased from Bio Nuclear Diagnostics 
Inc) were washed with a mixed solution of HCl and methanol then rinsed with methanol 
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and water. For derivatization, cleaned glass slides were kept overnight in the solution of 
2.0% of 3-(trimethoxysylil)propyl methacrylate in toluene, rinsed with ethanol, dried un-
der N2 gas and covered in aluminum foil to avoid light.  
2.3.2.2 Fabrication of thin-film MIP and NIP 
The pre-polymerization components were transferred into a 2-mL vial and vortexed until 
dissolved, which yields the pre-polymerization complex. The solution was degassed for 5 
min to remove oxygen that may react as a radical inhibitor during polymerization. Then 
8.0 µL of solution was dispensed onto a derivatized glass slide and quickly covered with 
a glass microscope slide cover. The solution was sandwiched between the microscope 
slide and the cover slide and was exposed to UV light (6 W, 254 nm) for 30 min to initi-
ate polymerization. The cover slide was removed after polymerization to leave a solid 
polymer on the microscope slide substrate. The pseudo-template and unreacted species 
were extracted by stirring in methanol/acetic acid (9:1, v/v) for 2 h. 
2.3.2.3 Characterization of MIPs 
The porosity and surface morphology MIPs were assessed using scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM). SEM images were recorded using a FEI MLA 650F SEM, operating at 
an accelerating voltage of 10 kV and a magnification of 50,000 times. All samples were 
coated with gold before analysis. 
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2.3.3. Results and discussions  
MIP thin films were prepared using porogenic solvents with different RED values. Ace-
tonitrile, chloroform, benzyl alcohol with RED values 0.271, 0.875 and 0.989, respective-
ly, were used as solvents located within the sphere and considered as good thermodynam-
ic solvents. These thermodynamically porogens should solvate the copolymeric network 
well.  The lowest RED values mean that the solvent will solvate the polymer system most 
effectively, hence; phase separation should be late, leading to  microporous morpholo-
gies, which are typically glassy or gel-like polymers [3] .  
Pictures of the MIPs fabricated on the glass slides using different porogenic sol-
vents by various RED values are presented in Figure 2.4. As Figure 2.4 a illustrates, a 
transparent polymer is formed with acetonitrile as the porogen. Acetonitrile has 
RED=0.271 which is considered as a good thermodynamic solvent for the PMAA net-
work hence; a transparent glassy polymer is formed. It should also be noted that the film 
formed is more membrane-like and detaches from the glass surface easily, making an un-
stable coating. Chloroform with RED = 0.875 (Figure 2.4 b) also is a ―good’ solvent for 
PMAA and this should also produce a microporous system, though with earlier phase 
separation than the acetonitrile. Macroporous structures typically manifest as more 
opaque coatings, and this phenomenon is visible, but the film is quite inhomogeneous. 
Benzyl alcohol with RED=0.989, is included among solvents with good thermodynamic 
compatibility. Compared to acetonitrile and chloroform, its RED value is closer to the 
boundary condition (RED=1) which causes formation of MIPs with more homogeneous 
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structures, however; the appearance of the films (variable transparency) show that the 
thickness of polymer is not uniform (Figure 2.4 c) [30]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4 MIP slides prepared using different porogenic solvents: a) acetonitrile 
(RED = 0.271), b) chloroform (RED = 0.875), c) benzyl alcohol (RED = 0.989), d) 1-
octanol (RED = 1.014), e) methanol (RED = 1.246), f) toluene (RED = 1.394), g) 1-
octanol and methanol (v/v 80/20) (RED = 0.998). 
  
Methanol and toluene have RED values 1.246 and 1.394 respectively, which are 
located outside the Hansen’s sphere and are considered  thermodynamically poor solvents 
[34] . In contrast with good solvents, these solvents do not solubilize the polymeric net-
work well and they lead to very early phase separation, which can result in non-uniform 
a b c d 
e f g 
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polymer films with irregular morphologies (Figure 2.4 d and e ) [30]. On the other hand, 
1-octanol (RED = 1.014) is close to the boundary condition and in this work produces 
opaque MIP thin films with a relatively uniform shape and good morphology (Figure 2.4 
f). According to Figure 2.4, polymers formed on the glass slide using benzyl alcohol and 
1-octanol have better shape and homogeneity in comparison with other solvents. The pol-
ymer fabricated with benzyl alcohol is not of good quality, though it has uniform edges. 
On the other hand, the polymer form with 1-octanol is quite homogeneous and opaque, 
but does not have uniform edges. These solvents have RED values close to the boundary 
condition. As reported in the data in Table 2.2, these two solvents have dispersion forces 
in the same range (18.4 MPa
½
 for benzyl alcohol and 17.1 MPa
½
 for 1-octanol), their po-
larity is low (6.3 MPa
½ 
for benzyl alcohol and 3.3 MPa
½
 for 1octanol) and they have 
moderate hydrogen bonding forces (13.7 MPa
½
 for benzyl alcohol and 11.9 MPa
½
 for 1-
octanol). Nevertheless, although much better than the other solvents tested, the films pro-
duced using 1-octanol still lack uniformity at the edges; it should be possible to improve 
this through application of HSPs in modification of the solvent system. 
The HSPs and the resulting RED values should be suitable for the determination 
of the compatibility or incompatibility of the copolymeric network and a given porogen. 
Using this understanding as a guide along with the observations that HSPs and RED val-
ues can be fine-tuned using mixed solvent systems, experiments were carried out to de-
velop a solvent system that is closer to the boundary condition (RED = 1). Starting with 
1-octanol, as it gave the best results of those tested, HSPs and RED values for binary sol-
vent systems were calculated in MATLAB (Appendix B). A selection of values is shown 
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in Table 2.4. It was observed that mixed solutions of 1-octanol and methanol (v/v 80/20) 
gives an RED value 0.998, which is very close to the boundary condition. To test the the-
ory that this should improve the film characteristics, a MIP film was fabricated with ex-
cellent results; see Figure 2.4 g which depicts the film with a good uniformity along the 
edge. 
The morphology and porosity of these MIP thin-films were further characterized 
by SEM, with the results produced in Figure 2.5. The film formed using toluene 
(RED=1.394, poor thermodynamic porogenic solvent) had an irregular surface with very 
low porosity. The porosity of MIPs improved in the presence of benzyl alcohol 
(RED=0.989, good thermodynamic porogenic solvent) however the particles show higher 
aggregation than desired (Figure 2.5 b). The surface of 1-octanol MIP showed high po-
rosity and homogeneity (Figure 2.5 c). The SEM image in Figure 2.5 d show that the 
mixed 1-octanol and methanol (%v/v 80/20) solvent system yields MIPs with improved 
morphology consisting of macroporous and microporous features (Figure 2.5).  
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Table 2.4 RED value and HSPs of mixed solvents 
 
 RED δd(MPa)
½
 δp(MPa)
½
 δh(MPa)
½
 
PMAA - 15.22 16.18 1.97 
Mixed solvent system 
80/20 (v/v) 
    
1-octanol/chloroform 0.907 17.2 3.3 10.7 
1-octanol/acetone 0.894 16.8 4.7 10.9 
1-octanol/acetonitrile 0.818 16.7 6. 10.74 
1-octanol/ethanol  1.1 16.84 4.40 13.40 
1-octanol/ethyl acetate 0.944 16.84 3.7 10.96 
1-octanol/hexane 0.948 16.66 2.64 9.52 
1-octanol/methanol 0.998 16.6 5.1 13.9 
1-octanol/toluene 0.960 17.2 2.64 9.52 
1-octanol/tetrahydrofuran  0.953 17.04 3.78 11.12 
1-octanol/cyclohexane 0.959 7.04 2.6 2.6 
1-octanol/cyclohexanol 1.02 17.16 3.46 12.22 
1-octanol/benzene 0.978 17.36 2.64 9.92 
1-octanol/benzyl alcohol 0.906 17.36 3.96 12.26 
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Figure 2.5(a-c). SEM image of MIP fabricated using a) toluene, b) benzyl alcohol and 
c) 1-octanol. 
a 
b 
c 
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Figure 2.5(d,f). SEM image of MIP fabricated using d) 1-octanol/methanol (80/20 v/v) 
e) pore details and sizes of d. 
 
 
d 
e 
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2.4 Conclusions 
MIPs fabricated using a porogenic solvent with properties that place it at the boundary 
between good and poor porogens are stable, uniform, porous polymer films with uniform 
morphology. A porogenic solvent has properties that may help to control the phase sepa-
ration of the polymer and chain growth. Poor solvents cause early phase separation of the 
polymer, which results in short chain polymers and unstable films with lack of porosity. 
In contrast, good solvents solvate the polymer system most effectively, hence; phase sep-
aration may be late, resulting in formation of microporous morphologies of glassy or gel-
like polymers. Therefore, the optimum porogenic solvents for fabrication MIPs should be 
located at the boundary condition which is determined by calculating RED values. 
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Chapter 3. Using MIPs for Extraction of PAHs from Water 
Samples 
3.1 Introduction 
PAHs, a large class of non-polar organic compounds, consist of two or more fused ben-
zene rings that are organized in different configurations. Chemically stable and slow to 
photo- or biodegrade, these compounds are classified as organic pollutants because of 
their toxicity, carcinogenicity and mutagenicity [132]. PAHs with 2-4 benzene rings, fre-
quently alkylated, are mostly released into the environment from petrogenic sources (e.g. 
fossil fuels, industrial waste incineration), discharge of produced water and spills of pe-
troleum products [133-136] .Depending on physical and chemical properties (the molecu-
lar weight, solubility and hydrophobicity), PAHs are ultimately found in soil, air, ground 
water, vegetation and oceans [137-140]. Light PAHs in seawater are an indicator of pe-
troleum contamination in water, which is related to the oil extraction and consequently 
the discharge of produced water. For these reasons, there are an abundance of studies to 
develop methods for detection of PAHs in water, soil and air [141-143].  
MIPs are a good choice for these methods because of their inherent selectivity. As 
with most porous adsorbents, MIPs should exhibit high surface area and porosity, con-
trolled pore size and mechanical stability [30, 143]. In this work, we focused on develop-
ing MIPs for detection PAHs such as naphthalene, fluorene, phenanthrene and pyrene in 
seawater. In comparison to biologically-derived selective sorbents (i.e., immunosorbents), 
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MIPs have advantages, such as chemical and physical stability, straight forward and low 
cost of preparation, and the ability to be designed to recognize a range of small mole-
cules. In this work, a highly porous MIPs were prepared with MAA, EGDMA, phenol 
(pseudo-template), and 80:20 v/v1-octanol/methanol as the porogen. In this case, pseudo-
template imprinting based on phenol was used to avoid any issues associated with residu-
al template left after template removal; it is difficult to remove all traces of the temple, 
therefore false positives associated with template bleeding is possible. [61]. Phenol was 
used as pseudo-template because of its aromatic character, which is similar to the target 
molecules, and according to Dickert et al., using pseudo-template smaller than the target 
molecule can enhance the adsorption of target analytes [144].  
To evaluate the selectivity of the MIPs, non-imprinted polymer films (NIPs) were 
also prepared with the same composition as the MIPs but in the absence of a template. 
NIPs were studied under the same experimental conditions as the MIPs. When MIPs and 
NIPs are exposed to a sample, the targeted analytes bind to MIPs and NIPs. Since MIPs 
have structures complimentary with the target molecules in terms of shape and size, it 
should absorb the targets better than NIPs [145]. Uptake by NIPs can be used to approx-
imate the non-selective interactions inherent in the material. The relationship between the 
MIPs and NIPs is expressed as the imprinting factor (IF) and is calculated in the follow-
ing way: 
               
    
    
             (3.1) 
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Where CMIP is the concentration of an MIP bound analyte (usually expressed as mg/g 
polymer) and CNIP is the concentration of an NIP bound analyte [104]. High IFs show the 
high selectivity of an MIP, which indicates a low level of nonspecific binding. The MIP 
would also show higher adsorption uptake or binding capacity (Q) because of the imprint-
ing effect. Binding capacity is described as the amount of analyte bound per mass of ab-
sorbent material. For instance, for an MIP it can be calculated as [86, 146]:   
             
    (         )
    (   )
             (3.2) 
 
Imprinting can be effectively studied using binding isotherms. A binding isotherm 
is a plot of binding capacities with respect to the adsorbate concentrations at constant 
temperature. Experimental binding isotherms can be modeled to better understand the 
binding regime and to determine which binding models apply to the system under study. 
The Freundlich isotherm is one of the most common binding models [147]. This isotherm 
describes the heterogeneity of binding sites and assumes that different sites have different 
adsorption energies. This binding model is presented as: 
     
 
  ⁄  (3.3) 
Where Q is the amount of analyte adsorbed per mass of the MIP, C is the concentration 
of free or unbound analyte, Kf shows the Freundlich constant that relates to the adsorption 
capacity, 1/nf, is the isotherm constant which describes strength of adsorption. Larger Kf 
and larger 1/nf values show favorable interactions and higher adsorption. 
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It is recognized that the solvent system plays a key role in a pore generation, in-
fluencing shape, size and volume of pores in MIPs. As shown in Chapter 2, rather than 
taking a trial-and-error approach, we used Hanson solubility parameters to develop a 
method to predict the suitability of porogen for formation of a MIP film with specified 
porosity. The fabricated MIPs were used for detection of PAHs in water with quantitation 
of bound analytes measured with GC-MS in SIM mode. Binding studies carried out in 
both aqueous standard solutions and produced water samples show a linear response for 
MIPs and their corresponding non-imprinted polymers, NIPs. However, MIPs displayed 
superior selectivity and binding capacities for PAHs in water compared to NIPs. Binding 
isotherm studies support these conclusions. 
3.2 Materials 
Naphthalene (99%), fluorene (99%), phenanthrene (99.5%) and pyrene (99%) were used 
without any purification and were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, ON). 
Acenaphthene-d10 (99 atom % D) was purchased from Isotec (Canton, GA). All organic 
solvents (toluene, methanol, dichloromethane, acetonitrile, 1-octanol and acetic acid) 
were purchased with minimum 99.5% purity from ACP Chemicals.  
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3.3 Methods 
3.3.1 Adsorption experiments 
A multi-standard stock solution of PAHs was made at a concentration of 100 mg/L by 
dissolving approximately 10 mg each of naphthalene, fluorene, phenanthrene, and pyrene 
in 100 mL acetonitrile. All solutions used to build calibration curves and for sorption ex-
periments (uploading) were prepared from the stock solution by dilution in deionized wa-
ter. Acenaphthene-d10 was selected as the internal standards due to its similarity to the 
target PAHs. The internal standard was prepared using approximately 10 mg of acenaph-
thene-d10 in 100 mL acetonitrile, followed by dilutions in dichloromethane to gain the 
desired concentration. Note that acetonitrile is more environmentally-friendly, thus was 
used in the generation of the stock solutions and serial dilution, but DCM is more com-
patible with GC-MS.  
For uploading experiments, thin-film MIPs and NIPs were separately immersed in 
100.0 mL of aqueous PAH multi-standard solutions (various concentrations) at room 
temperature for specific time intervals with continuous stirring. The MIPs and NIPs were 
removed from the solution, rinsed with a small volume of distilled water and dried with 
nitrogen gas to remove visible water droplets. The target analytes were desorbed from the 
films in 10.0 mL of methanol under continuous stirring for two hours. The solvent was 
evaporated from the extracts with a stream of nitrogen; the residues were spiked with 
acenaphthene-d10 to give a concentration of 50 mg/L
 
once the solution was made to vol-
ume with DCM in a 1-mL volumetric flask. The concentrations of PAHs in these solu-
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tions were measured by GC-MS. These results were used to determine IF and binding 
isotherms. The effect of time also was considered by changing the uploading time. All 
calibration standards and extracts were prepared in replicates of three. The PAHs calibra-
tion curves were plotted using linear regression of data from analysis of multi-component 
solutions made in 6 concentrations from 10 to 100 mg/L
 
for each PAH.  
3.3.2 GC-MS Method 
Analytes were analyzed with GC-MS with an Agilent 6890-5973 GC-mass selective de-
tector MSD. The GC was fitted with a DB-5ms fused silica capillary column (30 m x 
0.250 mm, 0.25 μm stationary phase film thickness). Samples were deposited into the in-
jection port at 290 °C, and transferred to the column in splitless mode with a He carrier 
gas at 1.3 mL/min. The oven temperature was first maintained at 45 °C held for 0.8 min, 
raised to 200 °C at 3 °C/min, raised to 216 °C at 5 °C/min and finally raised to 260 °C at 
10 °C/min. The total time of analysis was 13.57 min. The separated bands were detected 
by MS in selective ion monitoring (SIM) mode, with an electron ionization (EI) ion 
source operated at 70 eV. The selected ions for the four PAHs and internal standard are 
listed in Table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1 GC-MS mode parameters used to identify the PAHs 
 
Analyte 
Primary ion 
(m/z) 
Secondary ions 
(m/z) 
SIM start 
time (min) 
Naphthalene 
128 127, 129 3.00 
Acenaphthene–d10 
164 158, 160, 162 6.00 
Fluorene 
166 139, 165, 167 6.50 
Phenanthrene 
178 152, 176, 179 7.50 
Pyrene 
202 101, 200, 203 10.50 
 
3.4 Results and discussion 
3.4.1 MIP fabrication 
Based on a novel systematic method using Hansen solubility parameters, a suitable a 
mixture of 1-octanol and methanol was selected as the porogen for fabrication of porous 
and opaque white thin-film MIPs. The procedure (Section 2.3.2.2) used for fabrication of 
thin-films MIPs is very simple, fast and uses low-tech equipment such as a vortex mixer, 
an ultrasonic bath and a UV-lamp. Morphology and porosity of imprinted polymers were 
characterized by SEM. Performance was evaluated using a range of binding studies to 
characterize uptake behavior and to assess analytical performance. 
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3.4.2. Binding studies of MIP for PAHs 
A preliminary test of the selectivity and sensitivity of the PAH-MIPs and NIPs with the 
GC-MS instrumental method was carried out using a series of upload and extraction ex-
periments of aqueous multi-PAHs solutions with concentrations ranging from 10.0-
100 μg/L. Figures 3.1 (a-d) show the results of uploading to the MIPs and NIPs thin films 
expressed in terms of the peak area of analyte normalized to the peak area of internal 
standard (acenaphthene-d10). The results are the mean value of three measurements. Both 
NIP and MIP should share some non-selective binding between the target molecules and 
the functionalized polymer.  The slopes of the calibration curves show the sensitivity and 
affinity of MIPs is higher than that of the NIPs, which can be attributed to the presence of 
higher affinity imprinted sites. [133]. 
 
Figure 3.1a Calibration curve for extraction of a) naphthalene in aqueous multi-PAHs so-
lutions using MIPs and NIPs with analysis by GC-MS in SIM mode. 
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Figure 3.1(b,c) Calibration curve for extraction b) fluorene and c) phenanthrene in aque-
ous multi-PAHs solutions using MIPs and NIPs with analysis by GC-MS in SIM mode. 
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Figure 3.1d Calibration curve for extraction d) pyrene in aqueous multi-PAHs solutions 
using MIPs and NIPs with analysis by GC-MS in SIM mode. 
All the curves show a strong linear relationship between the amount of analyte ex-
tracted and the initial concentration of PAHs in the standard solutions. The MIPs showed 
the highest sensitivity for pyrene and phenanthrene, followed by fluorene and naphtha-
lene. This can be attributed, in part, to the hydrophobicity of the larger PAHs, but also 
includes binding to imprinted sites in the polymer network. The NIPs showed uptake 
even in the absence of the selective recognition sites, but uptake by the NIPs is lower than 
the MIPs, which confirms that the templating process imparts greater selectivity to the 
material. 
At each concentration, the mean value of the imprinting factor (IF) was calculated 
and the results are presented in Table 3.2 along with the octanol-water partition coeffi-
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cient (expressed as logKow) as an indicator of hydrophobicity. The IF values for MIPs and 
NIPs were calculated using Equation 3.1. Table 3 shows that at all PAH concentrations 
the MIPs showed higher uptake than NIPs. The surface chemistry of the MIPs and NIPs 
make them suitable for adsorbed aromatic hydrocarbons through hydrophobic interac-
tions [148]. Larger PAHs are more hydrophobic and there is a greater driving force for 
hydrophobic interactions and sorption with the polymer. It is expected that the high affin-
ity sites are occupied first and might be saturated at high concentrations, which could re-
sult in higher IF values at low concentrations. This is consistent with performance others 
have reported for MIPs[149]. The increased uptake of the MIP compared to the NIP also 
demonstrates that the MIP will give more sensitive analytical results. 
 
Table 3.2 Mean IF values obtained for PAHs adsorbed by MIPs in 10-100 (µg/L) con-
centration range with analysis by GC-MS in SIM mode. 
Concentration 
(µg/L)  
Naphthalene 
(logKow=3.37) 
Fluorene 
(logKow=4.18) 
Phenanthrene 
(logKow=4.5) 
Pyrene 
(logKow=5.18) 
10 
1.47±0.05 1.56±0.04 1.57±0.10 1.83±0.04 
20 
1.16±0.05 2.45±0.08 2.52±0.13 2.21±0.08 
40 
1.85±0.20 2.52±0.18 2.75±0.23 2.90±0.33 
60 
1.22±0.32 2.51±0.08 2.77±0.11 2.87±0.07 
80 
1.77±0.09 2.99±0.15 3.21±0.36 3.45±0.51 
100 
1.45±0.26 2.75±0.10 2.71±0.26 2.72±0.27 
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3.4.3. Evaluation of adsorption properties of PAHs onto MIPs 
3.4.3.1 Effect of time on the PAHs adsorption 
Binding behavior, specifically equilibration time, of PAHs with MIPs was studied using 
10.0 μg/L aqueous PAH multi-standard over a ~16-h interval. The amount of analyte ex-
tracted was determined by GC-MS analysis of analyte desorbed quantitively from MIP 
films. From the data presented in Figure 3.2, it can be concluded that adsorption increases 
rapidly in the first 3 h, and that the system has neared equilibrium by 6 hours. Although, 
small increases in adsorption are seen over 16 h, the increase is not significant and would 
not improve detection limits substantially if used. Compared to other MIP systems stud-
ied in our group and by others (Figure 3.3 Song et al. [150]), equilibration appears to oc-
cur more rapidly for this system. The high adsorption rate can be due to the rapid and 
preferential adsorption of PAHs onto the specific binding sites in mesoporous MIPs; the 
slower phase of adsorption is related to a depletion of stronger binding sites and the time 
required for analyte to diffuse to active sites found within the nano-porous structure 
[151].  
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Figure 3.2 Time-dependent adsorption of naphthalene, fluorene, phenanthrene and pyrene 
onto the MIPs in 100 mL of 10 µg/L each. Measured by GC-MS in SIM mode. Two rep-
licates. Peak ratio: peak area of analytes/peak area of internal standard. 
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Figure 3.3 Binding of PAHs for MIPs and NIPs. Experimental conditions: V=100.0 mL; 
C0=1 mg/L; mass of polymer=50 mg (used with permission from reference [150]).  
 
3.4.3.2 Binding isotherm for MIPs/NIPs uploaded in PAHs solutions 
Adsorption isotherm models are used to understand the fundamental characteristics of 
MIP binding properties [152]. These isotherms graph the adsorption behavior of the ana-
lyte toward the MIP relative to solution concentration; the shape of the graphs can give an 
indication of the homogeneity or heterogeneity of sorbent material. In this study, MIP 
binding behaviors were characterized through Freundlich adsorption isotherm of PAHs 
rebinding from aqueous solutions [147]. The imprinting effects of MIPs were evaluated 
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using Freundlich fitting parameters based on analysis of the PAHs binding isotherms. 
Figure 3.4 illustrates the results of fitting the data to the Freundlich isotherm for the four 
PAHs for MIPs and NIPs. Since there are various binding site distributions (specific and 
nonspecific) on the MIP, we applied the Freundlich isotherm model which describes het-
erogeneous adsorption processes. The Freundlich isotherm is defined by Eq. 3.4 [153].  
     
 
  ⁄  (3.4) 
  
The    and 𝑛f are Freundlich fitting parameters, which are calculated using a MATLAB 
curve fitting algorithm, and are listed in Table 3.3.     is the Freundlich adsorption ca-
pacity constant, which shows the adsorption capacities of the MIPs and NIPs. The 1/𝑛f 
values describe the adsorption intensity of MIPs and NIPs. Where 0.1 < 1/𝑛f < 1.0 indi-
cates highly favorable adsorption, whereas; 1/𝑛f > 2 denotes unfavorable adsorption. As 
the data shows, adsorption of PAHs by MIPs is more favorable than for NIPs due to the 
larger KF and smaller 1/𝑛f value of MIPs than NIPs [153]. 
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Figure 3.4(a,b) Freundlich binding isotherms graph for a) naphthalene and b) fluorene,  
adsorbed by for MIP/NIP uploaded in 100 mL of aqueous PAHs solution in 10-100 µg/L
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Figure 3.4(c,d) Freundlich binding isotherms graph for c) phenanthrene and d) pyrene 
adsorbed by for MIP/NIP uploaded in 100 mL of aqueous PAHs solution in 10-100 µg/L
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Table 3.3 Freundlich Binding Isotherm Parameters for the Adsorption of PAHs with MIPs 
and NIPs 
Analyte K
f
 1/n
f
 
MIP NIP MIP NIP 
Naphthalene 0.0170 0.0129 0.878 0.839   
Fluorene 0.0107 0.0068 1.258 0.817 
Phenanthrene 0.0115 0.0092 1.124 0.841 
Pyrene 0.0189 0.0151 1.003 0.720 
 
3.4.4. Analysis of real samples 
The analytical performance of these porous MIPs (fabricated using a porogen composi-
tion chosen with a predictive model) was investigated using spiked distilled water and a 
real sample of produced water obtained from an oil and gas company (unnamed). 
Acenaphthene-d10 was used as the internal standard which was the same in previous ex-
periments. The standard addition method was used to determine the concentration of 
PAHs in produced water in the following way: a solution of PAHs multi-standard was 
spiked into the produced water to make fortified concentrations of 0, 10, 30 and 50 µg/L 
PAH. MIPs were placed in 100 mL of each solution with stirring for 2 h this was repeated 
three times for each concentration. Sets of three replicates for uptake by NIPs at the same 
concentrations in each matrix were also prepared. After the uptake, PAHs were extracted 
from the MIPs and NIPs; the extracted analytes were analyzed by GC-MS, in SIM mode. 
Results for these experiments are shown in Figure 3.5 (a-d) and Table 3.4. The results in 
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Figure 3.5 illustrate a high coefficient of linearity for all the PAHs in produced water. 
Both MIPs and NIPs show a good linearity behavior for uptake of PAHs; however, MIPs 
show higher selectivity and sensitivity than NIPs. Based on the use of standard addition 
methodologies, it is possible to calculate the concentrations of PAHs in the produced wa-
ter, with the results presented in Table 3. The data reveals that pyrene has the highest 
concentration among PAHs, which is in agreement with other reports [148]. There is 
some lack of agreement between the MIPs and the NIPs in the analysis of produced wa-
ter. This is attributed to two factors. The first is that the NIP has a lower uptake and there-
fore greater uncertainty in the measurement, particularly with only four points on the cal-
ibration. The second is that produced water can be quite heterogenous (a mix of aqueous 
dissolved phase and a small amount of dispersed oil) and so inconsistent sampling could 
lead to greater heterogeneity in the data. If a confidence interval at 95% was applied the 
two values would be considered to be the same within the margin of error. It is also posi-
tive to note that the trends in concentrations for each of the PAHs agree. 
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Figure 3.5(a,b) Calibration curve of a) naphthalene b) fluorene in produced water using 
standard addition method by GC-MS. 
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Figure 3.5(c,d) Calibration curve of c) phenanthrene d) pyrene in produced water using 
standard addition method by GC-MS. 
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Table 3.4 Concentration detected (µg/L) in produced water samples for PAHs using 
MIP and NIP extraction coupled to off-line GC-MS in SIM mode 
PAHs  
MIP NIP 
Concentration detected ± 
sd (µg/L) 
Concentration detected ± sd 
(µg/L) 
Naphthalene 8.53±1.24 13.35±1.65 
Fluorene 8.41±1.41 12.51±1.86 
Phenanthrene 8.30±1.99 12.28±2.38 
Pyrene 10.05±0.97 14.75±1.46 
  
3.5 Conclusions 
The results of binding studies for a series of upload and extraction experiments in aque-
ous multi-PAHs solutions showed that the sensitivity and affinity of MIPs is higher than 
NIPs. These MIPs reached equilibrium after approximately 6 h, which is considered to be 
a fast equilibration. In addition, analysis of the PAHs binding isotherms reveals that ad-
sorption of PAHs by MIPs is more favorable and MIPs show higher adsorption capacity 
and intensity over NIPs. These porous MIPs also showed a good linearity behavior for 
uptake of PAHs from a real sample which was spiked produced water.   
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Chapter 4 Conclusions and Future Work 
4.1. Conclusions 
In this work, low cost, uniform, porous MIPs with high selectivity were prepared to use 
for detection of PAHs in water. To obtain an MIP with high analytical performance, the 
MIP must be highly uniform and show high porosity. This is optimized through the use of 
HSPs for the systematic selection of the porogenic solvent.  
We prepared MIP thin-films on a derivatized glass slides as a selective sorbent 
and uploaded the PAHs on the thin-films followed by GC-MS analysis after extraction of 
the analytes (PAHs compounds) from the film by a solvent. In Chapter 2, the preparation 
of the MIP as a thin-film is described in detail. An innovative use of Hansen’s solubility 
parameters was applied for selection of the optimal porogen for uniform and porous 
MIPs. The most uniform MIP with highest porosity was achieved by using mixed solu-
tion of 1-octanol/methanol (80: 20 v/v) as the porogenic solvent. Porosity and morpholo-
gy were confirmed by SEM of the MIPs prepared with various porogens. The SEM imag-
es reveal that the MIP thin-films are highly porous with uniform shape in all parts of thin-
films.  
In Chapter 3, the results of the tests of selectivity and sensitivity of MIPs and 
NIPs for PAHs binding studies were reported for a series of upload and extraction exper-
iments in aqueous multi-PAHs solutions. The results revealed that the affinity of MIPs is 
higher than NIPs, which is due to the presence of imprinted sites leading to selective 
binding between the target molecules and the functionalized polymer. The effect of time 
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on the PAHs adsorption was also studied, showing that the MIPs reached equilibrium in a 
short period of time (after almost 6 h). The imprinting effects of MIPs were evaluated 
using Freundlich fitting parameters based on analysis of the PAHs binding isotherms. 
The    (Freundlich adsorption capacity constant) and 𝑛f (adsorption intensity) are Freun-
dlich fitting parameters Adsorption of PAHs by MIPs is more favorable and MIPs show 
higher adsorption capacity and intensity over NIPs due to the larger KF and larger 1/𝑛f 
value of MIPs than NIPs.  
The performance of porous MIPs fabricated using the predictive model for poro-
gen selection was assessed using a simple distilled water sample as well as spiked pro-
duced water obtained from an oil and gas company. The results illustrated that the MIP 
performance was superior to the NIPs, with a higher absorption profile that was linear for 
all the PAHs in both types of water, distilled and produced. Both MIPs and NIPs show a 
good linearity behavior for uptake of PAHs; however, MIPs show higher selectivity and 
sensitivity than NIPs. The results for the analysis of produced water are consistent with 
those reported in the literature.  
4.2 Future work 
The use of HSPs has been shown to be a promising approach for the selection of poro-
genic solvents in the fabrication of MIP films. This approach solves many issues faced in 
the preparation of monolithic porous films, such as uniformity of thickness and porosity, 
which makes the performance of MIP films less reproducible and therefore has a critical 
effect on the applications of these sorbents.  
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The next step will be to study porosity and analytical performance more systematically by 
measuring porosity changes in materials as a consequence of solvent composition and 
relating that to HSPs. It is also of interest to apply this approach to a wider array of sys-
tems including new solvent systems, monomers and cross-linkers with the aim of improv-
ing the stability of the thin-films and their performance efficiency for new analytes, par-
ticularly classes of compounds that have not been targeted for MIP film development 
previously. 
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Appendix A.  
MATLAB code for Target molecule’s HSPs calculation 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%                                                            %%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%               Target’s HSPs estimations                        %%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%                                                            %%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clc 
clear all 
Solvent_Data; 
delta_d=(data(:,1))'; 
delta_p=(data(:,2))'; 
delta_h=(data(:,3))'; 
solubility=(data(:,4))'; 
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a(1)=mean(delta_d); 
a(2)=mean(delta_p); 
a(3)=mean(delta_h); 
a(4)=sqrt(a(1)^2+a(2)^2+a(3)^2); 
guess=a; 
options=optimset('Display','off'); 
res=1; 
while res>1e-4; 
    [delta res]=fminsearch(@QF,guess,options,delta_d,delta_p,delta_h,solubility,n); 
    guess=delta; 
end 
d_d=delta(1); d_p=delta(2); d_h=delta(3); R_o=delta(4); 
R_a=sqrt(4*(d_d-delta_d).^2 + (d_p-delta_p).^2 + (d_h-delta_h).^2); 
RED=(R_a/R_o); 
clc 
disp('*********************************************************') 
disp('Delta_d Delta_p Delta_h Solub RED') 
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disp('*********************************************************') 
disp([delta_d' delta_p' delta_h' solubility' RED']) 
disp('Data Fit==') 
Data_Fit=1+QF(delta,delta_d,delta_p,delta_h,solubility,n); 
disp(Data_Fit) 
disp('Delta_d Delta_p Delta_h R_o') 
disp([d_d d_p d_h R_o]) 
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Appendix B. 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%                                                            %%%%%%%  
%%%%%%%         Matlab code for Calculation RED, Distance, dd, dp and dh     %%%%%%%  
%%%%%%%                                                            %%%%%%%  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clc 
clear all  
data = xlsread('DataS.xlsx'); %import data from excel file 
delta_s = (data(:,4))'; %solvents used in swelling test 
delta_d = (data(:,1))'; %solvents used in swelling test 
delta_p = (data(:,2))'; %solvents used in swelling test 
delta_h = (data(:,3))'; %solvents used in swelling test 
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n = 13; %number of solvents 
ddT= 15.22; dpT= 16.18; dhT= 1.97  ; rT= 16.63; % Target solvent 
SS1 = 100:-10:0; 
SS2 = abs (100-SS1); 
j1=1; 
for i = 1:n; 
    j2=1;   
    for j=1:n; 
        j3=1; 
        for ii=1:1:11   
            dd (i,j,ii)= ((SS1(ii) * delta_d(i))+(SS2(ii)* delta_d(j)))/100;  
            dp (i,j,ii)= ((SS1(ii) * delta_p(i))+(SS2(ii)* delta_p(j)))/100; 
            dh (i,j,ii)= ((SS1(ii) * delta_h(i))+(SS2(ii)* delta_h(j)))/100; 
            Distance (i,j,ii) = sqrt(4*(dd(i,j,ii) - ddT)^2 + (dp(i,j,ii) - dpT)^2+(dh(i,j,ii) - 
dhT)^2); 
            RED (i,j,ii)= (Distance (i,j,ii) / rT); 
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            j3=j3+1; 
        end 
        j2=j2+1; 
    end 
    j1=j1+1; 
end 
xlswrite('OutPutRED.xls',RED(:,:,1),'Sheet1','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutRED.xls',RED(:,:,2),'Sheet2','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutRED.xls',RED(:,:,3),'Sheet3','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutRED.xls',RED(:,:,4),'Sheet4','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutRED.xls',RED(:,:,5),'Sheet5','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutRED.xls',RED(:,:,6),'Sheet6','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutRED.xls',RED(:,:,7),'Sheet7','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutRED.xls',RED(:,:,8),'Sheet8','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutRED.xls',RED(:,:,9),'Sheet9','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutRED.xls',RED(:,:,10),'Sheet10','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutRED.xls',RED(:,:,11),'Sheet11','B2'); %Write data 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
xlswrite('OutPutDis.xls',Distance(:,:,1),'Sheet1','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutDis.xls',Distance(:,:,2),'Sheet2','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutDis.xls',Distance(:,:,3),'Sheet3','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutDis.xls',Distance(:,:,4),'Sheet4','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutDis.xls',Distance(:,:,5),'Sheet5','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutDis.xls',Distance(:,:,6),'Sheet6','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutDis.xls',Distance(:,:,7),'Sheet7','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutDis.xls',Distance(:,:,8),'Sheet8','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutDis.xls',Distance(:,:,9),'Sheet9','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutDis.xls',Distance(:,:,10),'Sheet10','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutDis.xls',Distance(:,:,11),'Sheet11','B2'); %Write data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
xlswrite('OutPutdd.xls',dd(:,:,1),'Sheet1','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdd.xls',dd(:,:,2),'Sheet2','B2'); %Write data 
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xlswrite('OutPutdd.xls',dd(:,:,3),'Sheet3','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdd.xls',dd(:,:,4),'Sheet4','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdd.xls',dd(:,:,5),'Sheet5','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdd.xls',dd(:,:,6),'Sheet6','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdd.xls',dd(:,:,7),'Sheet7','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdd.xls',dd(:,:,8),'Sheet8','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdd.xls',dd(:,:,9),'Sheet9','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdd.xls',dd(:,:,10),'Sheet10','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdd.xls',dd(:,:,11),'Sheet11','B2'); %Write data 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
xlswrite('OutPutdp.xls',dp(:,:,1),'Sheet1','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdp.xls',dp(:,:,2),'Sheet2','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdp.xls',dp(:,:,3),'Sheet3','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdp.xls',dp(:,:,4),'Sheet4','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdp.xls',dp(:,:,5),'Sheet5','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdp.xls',dp(:,:,6),'Sheet6','B2'); %Write data 
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xlswrite('OutPutdp.xls',dp(:,:,7),'Sheet7','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdp.xls',dp(:,:,8),'Sheet8','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdp.xls',dp(:,:,9),'Sheet9','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdp.xls',dp(:,:,10),'Sheet10','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdp.xls',dp(:,:,11),'Sheet11','B2'); %Write data% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
xlswrite('OutPutdh.xls',dh(:,:,1),'Sheet1','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdh.xls',dh(:,:,2),'Sheet2','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdh.xls',dh(:,:,3),'Sheet3','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdh.xls',dh(:,:,4),'Sheet4','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdh.xls',dh(:,:,5),'Sheet5','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdh.xls',dh(:,:,6),'Sheet6','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdh.xls',dh(:,:,7),'Sheet7','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdh.xls',dh(:,:,8),'Sheet8','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdh.xls',dh(:,:,9),'Sheet9','B2'); %Write data 
xlswrite('OutPutdh.xls',dh(:,:,10),'Sheet10','B2'); %Write data 
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xlswrite('OutPutdh.xls',dh(:,:,11),'Sheet11','B2'); %Write data 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%                                                            %%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%                          Function                          %%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%                                                            %%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function y = QF(x,delta_d,delta_p,delta_h,solubility,n) 
d_d=x(1); 
d_p=x(2); 
d_h=x(3); 
R_o=x(4); 
R_a=sqrt(4*(d_d-delta_d).^2 + (d_p-delta_p).^2 +(d_h-delta_h).^2); 
 
for i=1:n, 
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    if R_a(i)>R_o; 
        if solubility(i)==0; 
            A(i)=1; 
        else 
            A(i)=exp(R_o-R_a(i)); 
        end 
    else R_a(i)<R_o; 
        if solubility(i)==0; 
            A(i)=exp(R_a(i)-R_o); 
        else 
            A(i)=1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
y=abs(((prod(A))^(1/n))-1); 
